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parameters request: urlrequest the absolute or relative url of the swf, jpeg,
gif, or png file to be loaded. a relative path must be relative to the main swf

file. absolute urls must include the protocol reference, such as or file:///.
filenames cannot include disk drive specifications. context: loadercontext

(default = null) a loadercontext object, which has properties that define the
following: whether or not to check for the existence of a policy file upon

loading the object the applicationdomain for the loaded object the
securitydomain for the loaded object the imagedecodingpolicy for the

loaded image object if the context parameter is not specified or refers to a
null object, the loaded content remains in its own security domain. when
flash programming a new app, if you see this message you will have to

reset to defaults the "app" settings. after this is done, do flash again without
resetting, it will work fine. when using swd mode you can flash in pause
(halt) mode if you set the following :- 1. select "settings" 2. set "halt on

pause" to "off" 3. set "halt on nop" to "on" i get the following error during
the flash :1. after reset, flashloader runs without error.2. if the flashloader is

launched in swd mode, flashloader runs normally.3. if the flashloader is
launched in jtag mode, the following error is displayed :
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if you have time and want to learn how to flash it, you may want to run the
following instructions: flash the binary (using the same procedure as

before):
ftp://$user:$password@$servername/stmicroelectronicssoftwareflash loader
demo/stmflashloaderdemo.exe or if you have j-link hardware: if you have no
j-link hardware, you can easily flash it using j-link on a pc, mac, or android

device. j-link is a pc-based serial flash programmer/debugger. you can
download the software from and currently, the software is available for
windows, mac os x and linux. you can either use the supplied console

application for j-link or use the gui interface. with the console application,
you simply type "jflash" and it will flash the binary. you can also read the

serial number back from the binary to verify it was flashed. a sample output
of the console application is: flash closed jflash serial=00000000 with the

gui application, you simply select the binary to flash and set the serial
number as the value displayed in the gui. a sample output of the gui

application is: serial value: 0 flashing 0x000000000 in 0x00000000 once the
binary is flashed, you can read the new serial number from the binary using

the same "jflash" command as above. the output should be the same
(minus the new serial number). if you have time and want to learn how to

flash it, you may want to run the following instructions: if you have no j-link
hardware, you can easily flash it using j-link on a pc, mac, or android device.
j-link is a pc-based serial flash programmer/debugger. you can download the
software from and currently, the software is available for windows, mac os x

and linux. 5ec8ef588b
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